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POETRY MOMENT 

 
Poetry Moment is a public performance piece outside The New Deal Cafe' in historic Roosevelt Center, 
Greenbelt, Maryland. Residents of Maryland, Washington, D.C. and metropolitan Virginia are invited to 
submit up to three original poems by email.  Published or unpublished poems are accepted since Poetry 
Moment is a public display and not a publisher. Each poem or section of a poem with title should be a 
maximum of 30 lines. Submission in languages other than English are welcome with the original language 
and English translation still to fit on an 8 1/2 by 11” page. The author's name and contact information 
should be on a separate page. Submissions may also include graphics or art work related to the text. 
People under 18 are welcome to submit and are asked to add their age to contact information. Poets will be 
notified if their poem is chosen. Poems will be kept for a year from submission for possible inclusion and 
will not be returned. Submission is open and rolling.  
 

To read more about Poetry Moment, view photos, and learn about the New Deal Cafe' please visit 
http://www.newdealcafe.com 

 
 

For more information about Greenbelt and the Roosevelt Center 
 please visit http://wwwgreenbeltmd.gov/DocumentCenter/View/558 

 
The New Deal Cafe' has a monthly open mike Poetry Night on the third Tuesday of each month. 

Find Poetry Night Open Mike on Facebook. 
 

Poetry Moment is sponsored by Friends of New Deal Cafe Arts (FONDCA), February, 2016 
 

Photo by Nora Simon http://www.norasimonphoto.com/p/places.html 
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